
Linde takes care of gas supply and handling 

SECCURA gas services reduce your worries about the availability of gas. 
With the help of SECCURA, you can reduce your costs and increase your 
convenience, as it allows you to use your resources where they are 
most needed. You will be free to focus on production.

This is how SECCURA works for bundles and cylinders

Via remote monitoring, we keep track of your gas levels. When the 
manifold has changed sides and one side is empty, Linde orders and 
delivers the gas that is needed. A specially trained driver takes care of 
disconnecting the empty and connecting the filled cylinders, as well as 
changing gaskets and leak detection.

Easier and safer everyday life 
with SECCURA® gas services
Automatic gas supply for bundles and cylinders
With SECCURA gas services for bundles and cylinders, Linde manages your entire gas supply. From checking gas levels to 
the final connection and leak detection. It couldn’t be simpler and safer for you.

Making our world more productive
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Safe, efficient and convenient with SECCURA automatic gas supply!

 → Seccure access to gas
 → Safe handling, safer working environment for employees 
 → Linde’s specially trained driver takes care of disconnecting the empty cylinders, connecting the filled ones, 

and expertly change gaskets while consistently checking for leaks 
 → Convenient and flexible 
 → Saves time and money 

What do our customers say?
“ SECCURA works great and means we don’t have to think about our gas supply. There is always gas. We free up time 
for other things through SECCURA. We don’t have to keep track of the gas levels, take care of the bundles, move 
and connect. There are many other tasks besides the gas and through SECCURA we get time for everything. I really 
recommend SECCURA.”
Patrik Tokalic, Northvolt Västerås, Sweden.

“ We have had SECCURA on cylinder gases for many years and it works well, very well. It’s handy and flexible as everything 
just flows and you don’t have to keep track because Linde takes care of everything and we can focus on other things that 
need to be done. Thanks to SECCURA, a leak was discovered when Linde came back about an increased consumption of 
gas. We were able to check and discovered a leak at one of our machines. That was really good.”
Johan Karlsson, Gas manager, ZEPRO Z-lyften production, Bispgården, Sweden.

Do you want to know more? 

Contact your sales representative if you would like more information about SECCURA automatic gas supply for 
bundles and cylinders.


